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Freshmen voice opinion at meeting,
lack of privacy the major problem
by Susan Leonard
Staff Writer
Lack of privacy was the major cause of
dissatisfaction cited among tripled freshmen who attended a meeting with
administrators on Friday.
Twelve freshmen met with Acting
President Kenneth Allen for breakfast to
familiarize him with the special problems
faced by freshmen in triples.
The students voiced no major complaints
prompting Thomas Aceto, vice-prcsident

of student affairs to "wonder if students
would really say so if things are terrible."
Aceto said, "They (freshmen) recognize
it's not going to be a four year thing.
Young people are much more flexible and
adaptable (than older people). It would be
an absolute disaster if we were putting
42-year-olds together in triples."
Jean Thaxter, a Balentine freshman who
attended the meeting said she and her
roommates get along well.
"There are times, though, when we get

on each other's nerves, but there are no
real problems." she said.
Chadbourne resident Arthur Beebe III
echoed Thaxter's feeling. "I don't mind
the triples, but we can't stay like this the
whole year," he said.
Carl Krystyniak of Stodder said his triple
poses problems in studying. "People are
always coming and going," he said.
Ross Moriarty, director of residential
life, said 'most (freshmen in triples) do

fairly well. We haven't had any really
desperate ones," he said. Most severe
problems are taken care of in the dorm
according to Moriarty.
The triple problem is lessening according to Aceto.
"We started with 1,722 freshmen in
triples, and last week we were down to
about 1,200," he said. He expects nearly
all triples to be broken down by the middle
of the spring semester.

Allen announces
appointments to
student press
by Barbara Bousquet
Staff Writer
The positions of vice president of
administration and finance and the graduate school dean have been filled, acting
President Kenneth Allen announced Friday.
In his first press conference with the
student media. Allen said Dr. John Coupe,
a professor of economics and former
department chairman, will be assuming
the duties of finance vice president when
John Blake officially retires on Nov. 1.
Although Allen said he is sorry to see Blake
retire, he indicated that Coupe has the
appropriate background in economics
which is important to an organization taht
is on a day to day basis.
"I respect his judgment in economic
affairs," Allen said.•
Allen also announced the appointment of
Dr. Donna Evans of the College of
Education as the new graduate dean. Allen
said it was a difficult decision because of
the many capable applicants but "the
special characteristics of Dr. Evans were
most important at this time."
"The search for an assistant to the
president is just about winding down,"
Allen said of the final position needed to be
filled to "solidify the administrative
team." He indicated a decision will come
next week, and added the "decisions have
been difficult for me personally and
important for the campus. but I feel
comfortable that we will be in good
hands."
Allen informally announced he is making
some changes in the finance office and
Alden Stuart, who was business manager.
will be taking over some duties as the
director of budget.
In an effort to provide an "avenue of
communication" between the students and
administrative viewpoints, Allen said he
wanted to have press conferences so
students' questions can be raised.
When asked about the recent problems
surrounding students' salaries and the
newly formed Student Employees Union,
Allen said that was the first problem he
faced when he came on campus.
"I found that some misinformation had
gone out, and what I thought was the most
honorable thing to do was to meet with the
students and find out how serious the
problem was, and then go back and see
how seriously my budget was going to be
hurt by any of my solutions," he added
with a laugh.
Allen approved of a student employees
union. "Student employees need a system
to communicate with each other about their
(ee ALLEN back page)

Thirty winks

This student puts aside her books and catches a few moments rest before the first round
of prelims. (photo by Mark Munro]

Money crisis hitting faculty too
by Nan Anderson
Staff Writer
Faculty members at UMO are buckling
up to make ends meet these days.
It's difficult for all of us to run a
household on a shoestring budget, but
perhaps it is a bit tougher and takes a
stiffer upper lip to survive on a teacher's
salary.
Reaction to the economic crunch are as
varied as the faculty members themselves.
Some make their own beer, some cut out
movies and entertainment, and some just
plain weep. They admit to being strapped

Drop the beer
the cops
are'here

at the end of every month and say they are
heavily into debt.
Toby Lazarowitz thought he would never
get along without New York theater. Since
coming to UMO to teach anthropology,
Lazarowitz has instead become an avid

3rd in a 4 part series
collector of classical records. Tough
economic times, however, have changed
his concept of what Lazarowitz feels he can
afford.
by Susan Leonard
Staff Writer
Paranoia struck at least once this
weekend when an excited fraternity
man ran into his house barroom
yelling a warning that police had
arrived.
A dozen or more party goers
dropped their beers, according to
one witness.
The excitement began about 11:30
p.m., Thursday, when Sgt. LaForest

"Under normal circumstances, I would
have bought things for myself," he said.
"Now I go on a record-buying binge and
weep."
Lazarowitz admitted his salary was
relatively low, but suggested that living in
Maine has its advantages.
"The cost of living here is lower, so my
salary doesn't hurt as much as it would in
Boston or New York," he said.
To economize, many faculty members
say they are switching from oil to wood
heat in their homes. English Professor
[Continued on page 71
Dunton, a member of the UMPD and
also a Delta Tau Delta fraternity
brother, visited his former home in
uniform.
Although Dunton "didn't see any
violations." he said. "I heard that
they were (dumping out beer).
People were probably shook up that
police were there." Dunton said his
backdoor entrance may explain some
members' surprise. Normally police.
he said, enter through the
[see PARTIES back page]
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Davies says Kennedy in 1980
by Mary Grimmer
Staff Writer

di*

home territory.
The state representative contends Kennedy has more support in the south than
Carter does.
Despite the nationwide acclaim of the
Massachusetts .senzt4r as a. probable
"presidential shoo-in" in 1980, Davies said
only, "Kennedy is not going to walk away
with it, but most strongly represents the
best Democratic candidate."
He added, a Republican running mate
like John Connelly could be a strong
candidate.

Buttonholing passersby in the Union
with blue and white "Kennedy 1280"
buttons. Democratic state rep. Dick Davies
aired his views on the subject.
"Only if you promise to wear it." he said
handing out a button to a passing
constituent.
"Tis country can't afford to waste any
more time. We need a strong leader," he
continued.
Davies said Chappaquiddick may
To Davies. the "strong leader" is
Edward M. Kennedy, the Democratic block Kennedy's possible shot at the
presidency.
Senator from Massachusetts.
But he said. "Everyone has a little tinge
In a fervent pitch for Kennedy. Davies
helped launch a "draft Kennedy drive," on their life if they've been around
awhile."
now flourishing in the state.
A constituent listening echoes the
addition
Maine's
to the spreading
attempt to put Kennedy on the 1980 concern over the Chappaquiddick accident.
Democratic ticket is one more example of "Yes, I must admit, maybe it shouldn't,
the movements which have so far swept but it does bother me."
Another obstacle to Kennedy's running
more than 26 states.
Davies said. "the Kennedy Quake," has been his mother's, Rose Kennedy's,
(TIME 9-17) is also growing in Carter's persistent opposition, fearing another

assassination.
Recently. however, she lifted her ban on
her remaining son's candidacy. saying she
realized he offered the nation one of the
best sources of leadership.
In further praise of Kennedy, Davies
cited his senatorial record.
"Kennedy has demonstrated he is a
national leader with the airline and truck
deregulations which offer possibilities of
reducing fares."
Also, Davies said, Kennedy is being
more realistic. He has scaled down his
proposed national health plan bill from
$200 to $30 billion.
"He has to propose things that work,"
he said.
Davies feels the Kennedy charisma is an
important factor in adding needed sparkle
and strength to the Democratic party. He
believes the magnetism of Kennedy will
aid all Democrats, including Davies, up for
election.
He said Carter has lost the confidence of
the Democratic party and compared
Kennedy's staff, reputedly the best in
Washington, with Carter's problems involving his staff and cabinet.
"Being president is learning how to sift
through a lot," he said.
As a candidate, Carter promised to
follow the principles of the Democratic
platform, developed in 1976. According to
Davies, he has since deserted them,
therefore, losing the respect of the party.
"Ted Kennedy has been true to his
principles." he said.
Although the campaign has been labeled
the "dump Carter drive," Davies dislikes
the phrase. Rather he uses "looking for a
Democratic alternative." The pro-Kennedy
drive will be officially announced Tuesday
Sept. 25, in a press conference of the
Committee of Democrats for Leadership on
the 1980's, in Augusta.
Delegates for the Maine Democratic
Convention will be chosen by democratic
county caucuses on Feb. 10. Davies
stressed the importance of Maine in
0
()

determining the New Hampshire outcome.
"Maine is the second in the nation to
choose delegates (after Iowa), thus is very
important nationally," he said.
When asked about a possible split in the
Democratic party if Kennedy is nomittaled.
Davies emphasized Democrats are known
for their disputes.
"We always fight among outselves. It
has enabled us to survive. I don't think the
fight is going to be that difficult." he said.
He cited the 1968 Democratic convention, but said most of the current
Democrats are "out of that period."
Davies expects no real turmoil if Kennedy
is nominated.
A proposed supporter of Kennedy has

Rep. Richard Davie:, of Orono. wearing a "Kennedy '80- button, thinks the
MaL.sachu.setts senator should be the Democratic choice for president in 1980. [photo by
Jon Simm

_Maine Event.-Monday, Sept. 24

Tuesday, Sept. 25

12:10 p.m. Sandwich Cinema "The
Strange Sleep." North Lown Room,
Memorial Union.

12:10 p.m. Dialogue on Rye. "The MUAB
Photography Program." Coe Lounge.
Memorial Union.

Spouse ID cards are available in Fogler
Library for $I each. Further information
available at Student Affairs, Commuter
Affairs Resources and Memorial Union,
581-7042.

3:30 p.m. Study Skills Seminar, Russ
Whitmore speaks on Relaxation Techniques before Exams" South Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.

4:00 p.m. Young Democrats will hold
organizational meeting. Sutton Lounge,
Memorial Union.
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Indeed Davies cited common ethnicity as a
factor in this possible support.
"I think he's given indications he's
leaning in that direction. And Brennan's an
Irishman; Irish politicians tend to stick
close to one another."
However, Davies also indicated that
Brennan's flirtation with White House
officials about a possible Kennedy endorsement. gives Brennan and Maine more
leverage nationally.
Essentially Davies feels this may assure
Maine of adequate heating oil for the
winter. "which is of critical importance to
this area."
"If we get only this oil supply then it will
be worthwhile, but I think we'll get much
more." he said of the campaign.
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"Left-wing,partisan"group receivesfunds
Objections voiced by some student senators

by Steve Olver
Staff Writer
Last spring, a group called "left-wing"
and "partisan" by some student senatrs
caused quite a commotion by asking he
student senate for funding.
The GSS appropriated $1,579 to the
Maine Peace Action Committee, althotgh
some senators objected.
Although the funding was approved,
there are still mixed feelings on MPAC
When they came up for funding hst
year. many senators felt they represented
views not in agreement with univerity

dy has

"I don't consider them
leftist, I consider
them humanitarians."

ity as a

s he's
an's an
o stick
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views," Student Government Vice Resident Steve Bucherati said. "Some felt they
represented too many left-wing views."
Schyler Steele is one of those senators.
"I don't feel that any partisan group
should be student funded," Steele said.

Steele explained partisan doesn't necessarily mean being Democratic or Republican, but rather affiliation with only one
certain view. "They lobby for only a certain
side and, therelgrg. 1 ,oppose student
funding for them." he said.
Steele was wary that GSS funding of
MPAC, currently in its sixth year as a
campus organization, might give the
students the impression that the university
holds the same views that the group
espouses.
"I would rather have no views presented
at all, than just one slanted view," he said.
Senator Chris Woods of Hannibal
Hamlin Hall, like several other student
senators, feels differently.

unjust," Svoboda said.
Svoboda said most students get only one
view on many subjects, and MPAC gives
the alternative view. Recently, the group
has focused- on-such -issues as the draft,
nuclear power, worldwide disarmament
and imperialism. On Nov. 10, MPAC will
participate in a state-wide disarmament

conference to be held in Bangor.
"Being called left-wing is a matter of
association," Svoboda said. "A lot of
activities we pursue are also pursued by
moderate -Democrats and even Republicans.
"If they want to label us as left-wing, it's
up to them, he said.

Tired of writing letters home?
Let the folks know what is going on

Send Mom and Dad

"I don't consider them leftists,
consider them humanitarians," Woods
said. "They make us aware and perform a
good service for the campus community."
He said a lot of people condemn them
before really listening to what they have to
say."

a

Gordy Svoboda, chaplain at the Maine
Christian Association, and a member of
MPAC for the past three years, stressed

Maine Campus
subscription.

that the function of the group is to Inform
and educate on a variety of subjects. The
main device is a newsletter written by
group members. "Our purpose is to help
educate people toward a new world order,
one which is not oppresive or alienating or

Only $19 per semester

For information,
call 581-7531.
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Oil company official
to speak at BCC

ri it will
t much

by Glen Chase
Staff Writer

Alpha Tau Omega and Tau Epsilon Phifraternities sponsored last week the _first annual
fraternity blood drive. [photo by Andrea Magoonl

Chemical turns beagles
into sex fiends
It's what you might call an attack of
Beagle-Mania.
Three Purdue chemists say they have
discovered that using a simple synthetic
chemical comrnmly used in food preservatives, cosmetics and perfume on Beagles,
can turn the Dogs into sex fiends.
The chemical is called methyl P-hydroxybenzoate. The Purdue scientists say they
smeared the chemical on female beagle
dogs who were not in heat, and the male

beagles became sexually excited.
Other biologists have induced sex
behavior in monkeys with a complex
mixture of chemicals, but "not something
off the shelf like we use," said one of the
scientists.
The scientists say they want to try the
aphrodisiac on other dogs and breeds of
animals for later use in artificial insemination programs.

The general public will get a
chance to take an oil company to task
on the energy crisis.
Conoco official Jack Bassett
speaks Sept. 27 at Bangor Community College.
"People have a lot of questions
about the rising price of oil,
shortages and heating fuel costs."
said Richard Pare, a psychology
instructor at BCC who is organizing
the speech. "Hopefully, they'll get
some answers."
Bassett, a senior financial analyst
for Conoco, will speak at 7 p.m. in
135 Eastport Hall on the Bcc
campus.
Pare said the talk will be open to
the public. He expects 100 to 150 to
listen to Bassett explain the oil
company's position on the oil crunch.
Pare said Bassett will fly up from
Connecticut Thursday in his private
plane.

1...................,.........1
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Ellen Weissman
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I
I
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&
i
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V
i
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The daily Maine
Campus has an
opening for
news editor.

See Dan Warren,
Suite 7A Lord Hall.

THE
FOREIGN SERVICE
OF THE
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA AND THE
US, INFORMATION AGENCY
ANNOUNCE
A written examination, for potential
Foreign Senyice Officers and U.S
Information/Cultural Officers will be
held on December 1, 1979 at 150
cities throughout the U.S. and
abroad
Applicants must be U.S.
citizens and 20 years of age
Application deadline is October 19
For further information and
applications write to

Board of Examiners
Room 7000
SA-15
Department of State
Washington, D.C. 20520

THE DEPARTMENT
OF STATE
IS AN
OPPORTUNITY
EOUAL
EMPLOYER
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Dino T. Yotides

Great to be
Greek!
It is 'Greek' time here at UMO
once
again _The fraternities and sororities
have.
plastered their "It's Great To Be
Greek!"
posters, buttons and paraphernalia
around
campus to let everyone koow just how
good
it is to be Greek.
And, when the annual RUSH week
has
come to a finish—who remembers just hov
great it is to be Greek?
Why, the Greeks, of course!
ne tireeks are the handful of Greek.
Americanstudents here at UMO
who gain
their Hellenic title due to their ances
torv
and not the Greek alphabet.
To set the record straight. not every
Greek-American is a white-aproned res
taurant owner who yells, "Cheeebooger,
cheeebooger, no Petsi. ..Coke. chip, chip,
chip. . ." as the Saturday Night Live crew
portrays them. Although very humorous,
Greek-Americans have more than FETA
cheese to be proud of.
The state of Maine is not very abundant
with citizens of Greek ancestory. There are
a total of four Greek Othodox parishes in
the entire state (located in Biddeford,
Portland. Lewiston, and Bangor) as
compared to Lowell, Mass., which has four
parishes.

Rave reviews
"Bland,''said Judith Christ, TV Guide.
"Incredibly mundane. Why would they
do that? asked Arnold Arnold, People
magazine.
"Must have been the consensus of a
bunch of economics majors,- sniffed J.D.
Groove, Rolling Stone.
What are they talking about!
What's everybody talking about!
What is an embarrassment to UMO's
fine traditional history!
The English-Math Building. That's
what.
Not the building. The name.
The creative genius who decided on that
name should be hung by his or her toes
and sent to our ambitious Congress and
turned into synthetic fuel.
With all the great people and alumni
who have done so much for our dear

university, why is the building named
after the subjects taught there.
There was an excuse to have the
colorless name as long as we had colorless
Howard R. Neville as president. But he's
gone.
Why doesn't his successor, Kenneth W.
Allen, he of open office door, faculty rappo
rt
and back-slapping jokes, change it?
How about it, Ken? Think about a
committee(we always need committees)
of students, faculty and big wigs to come
up with some suitable names to use in the
building's title.
Former president Winthrop C. Libby?
UMO benefactor Harold Alfond?(Maybe
he would agree to carpet it and make
sure
the faucets worked).
Or we could call it James B. Longley
Hall and store brooms and paper towel
s.
D.W.

Legislating morality
Two UMO students are appealing
90-day sentences for drug trafficking.
What a shame.
They are about to put them in jail for
doing something they wanted to do,
something the buyer wanted to do, and
something which caused no harm.
It figures.
This situation is just one more
opportunity for people to ask why our
civilization has penalties for activities
between two consenting parties.
Allow us for a moment to be a
wild-eyed, radical college newspaper:
Shouldn't so-called pleasure drugs such
as marijuana and hashish be legalized?
Legalization is perhans not as good an

idea for the other drugs involved
in the
crime—mescaline and amphetam
ines
Marijuana is no worse than the
cigarette
industry, which has the gove
rnment in its
back pocket.
The conviction has interrupted
the
young lives of William M. Bath of
Kennebunk and David C. Thornton
of
Melrose, Mass.
Hundreds of years from now,
generations will look upon us as
we look
upon cavemen.
In the 20th century, "they put
people in
little cages when they did things
they
wanted to do, but that the State
didn't
want them to do."

daily at the University of Maine at
Orono. Editorial and business offices
are located at Suite 7A Lord Hall,
UMO. Orono, Maine. 04469, telephone 207-581-7531. Advertising
and subscription rates available
upon request. Printed at The Ellsworth American. Ellsworth, Maine,
04605.

Here at UMO the Greek-American
students organized the OCF (Orthodox
Christian Fellowship) for the first time
in
the history of the University parish in
Bangor has made himself available to
the
Greeks on campus through the OCF
meetings which were begun last fall.
Greece has contributed very much to the
society which we live in today. Some of the
most famous buildings that surround our
nation's capital follow the patterns of the
ancient Greek architects (compare the
Supreme Court in Washington to the
Parthenon of Athens).
The Greeks also taught us the concepts
for our present democratic form of
government, gave us the Olympic games
,
an alphabet so the frets could 'beta'
themselves, and delicious souvlaki sandwiches.
Even here in Maine at least three towns
have been named after ancient Greek
cities: Athens. Corinth and Smyrna (Mills).
It wouldn't be fair not to consider that all
ethnic groups have both their good and
bad. Each of us as American citizens have
the right to praise, if we wish, our ethtm
ancestories and to be proud of our
heritage.
And for those students here at UMO who
are Greek 365 days of the year, those
students who have the funny long names
that always end with S. that alway have to
s
explain why Greek Easter falls so late
just remember "It's Great To
Be Greek'.
Dino T. Yondes is a LIMO sophomore
from Lowell. Mass.

D.W.
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Mad at the world?
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Edmund S. Muskie

Defense
I an one of many Senators deeply
concerned about our national security.
1e debate over the SALT 11 treaty
has raised serious questions about
our nilitary capabilities. We ought
to examine our current defense
posare and evaluate our future
needs carefully and completely.
Tte Senate Budget Committee
recognized the need for greater
deferse spending in future years
during its work on the budget.
Bit that was apparently not
enough for some Senators who
believe we ought to begin spending
more now, even though all the
evidence says there is literally no
new riece of military hardware we
could purchase next year with the
money.
I was frankly puzzled by this
turntround in the Senate.
Otr national security is not simply
defired as our military preparednness.
It is affected by the price of gold
overseas, the strength of the dollar,
ow own economic well-being and
stterigth. our ability to obtain raw
matnials and secure markets overseas.
Ton y mind, the greatest threat to
our rational security today is not the
cam:Ilion of our military. It is
infialion. That is the enemy which
presents a clear and present danger
to ow security. And no threat from
overseas has become so strong or so
immolate that we must set aside the
fight against inflation. Yet that is
what the Senate voted to cb.
Certainly we need a strong
nulitary. But our defense spending
dections ought to be subjected to
the same careful, case-by-case analysis which we apply to all the her
priti)ns of the budget.
Fmgality in government spending
doesnot stop at the entrance to the
Pentsgon.
The Senate made a mistake in
increasing defense spending next
year.
The decision will make balancing
the budget in 1981 difficult if not
irnpcssible.
And is only contribution to our
defense needs is likely to be simply
*ler prices for the weapons we are
already buying.

Get up and
shout about it!

important to have some friends to stand
with you. Going through formal rush,
whether or not you decide to pledge a
social sorority or fraternity, gives you that
opportunity to meet those friends!

Be a groupie
To the Editor:

The Maine Campus welcomes
letters
to the editor. Please keep them
and type them double-spaced.brief
We
may have to edit letters for space,
clarity, taste, style, accuracy or libel.
Send them to us at Suite 7A, Lord
Hall, UMO, Orono, Maine 04469.
Please include signature, phone
number and address. Names withheld in special circumstances.

College gives you the opportunity to
meet people and experience new ways of
doing things. With something different
happening every day, your life at UMO can
be very exciting and a lot of fun. On the
other hand, there will also be those rotten
days when nothing goes right, and you'll
wonder why college is supposed to be so
great.
When you're going through so many
high and low moments in your life, it is

rcommentary

However, being a member of a group
offers many rewards and benefits. You will
share together the joys and frustrations
of
classes, athletics, social life, extra-curricular activities, and other events. The
cohesiveness that evolves will result in
many lifetime friendships. Sorority
or
fraternity life, like college itself, is what
you make it. The potential is unlimited!
Zelda Decker
Alpha Phi, Field Representative

Kevin Ritchiei

A line-up even a network could love
Well, well...this must be the
place. The third week of school and
discover, unfortunately, that adddrop isn't quite long enough.
I now have a course schedule that
mixes like oil and water and there's
no way out. Just moments ago I went
through a period of acute mental
instability here in my room as I
closed "Intro to Accounting" and
opened Trungpa's "Cutting Through
Spiritual Materialism." It can't be
done. Not in one fluid, intellectual
leap. anyway.
Head gears grind, the left side of
my face starts twitching, acute
gastro-intestinal cramps develop and
my eyes begin watering when I
attempt a mental shift like that.
Maybe a cup of warm mylanta would
help, or a little George Thorogood on
the turntable, or maybe even just
cleaning my ears or something. I
don't know.
I guess this is the price one pays as
a last semester senior. When I
realized I only needed six credits to
graduate but there was a schedule of
classes brimming with good potential mind expanders, oil and water
seemed the only reasonable alternative. Accounting, economics, sociology and human sex. I don't think it's
a bad fall line-up, and I think CBS
might agree.
However, it is dangerous tampering with the generalist perspective
I've cultivated in the last 21
/
2 years.
After a thorough 2-year search of the
electrical engineering, philosophy,
education, english, health and family
life and "liberal arts undecided"
programs. I became a pseudosociologist and my degree will be in
that field.
As in any discipline, there were
certain ways of thinking that I
developed that "went along with"
the perspectives of an aspiring
young pseudo-sociologist like myself. I learned to think in terms of
group behavior, cultural trends and
values, socially relative norms, etc.,
and I learned to hate numbers.
This revulsion for numbers is a
subtle but constant tendency in the
social sciences, and it is based on a
general distaste for the particular
and the analytical. I think. Mathematical techniques and what they
are used for become obscured and

HE.Y FIUER, 1-106S3
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imcomprehensible and somehow evil.
I passes calculus as a freshman
and gracefully withdrew "passing"
MS 19 as a junior.
As a freshman I was an electrical
engineering hopeful, of sorts, and
math was essential.
As a junior I became a Sociology
major and math all of a sudden felt
foreign and external to my own little
reality construction, so I rejected MS
19 — twice. Don't tell my economics
teacher, but for 2 semesters, growth
curves made me nauseous.
I decided, this semester, to give
numbers another try. I'm really
losing touch with how to do anything
with them. I ask people what time it
is and then let them use my watch to
tell me. I can't remember how to
read it.
My checkbook bounced high this
week when I bought by Ba 9 book
and over-debited myself. It seems
that accounts payable are a perpetual pain in the ass to me.

Anyway, here I am reading about
Eastern mysticism and the financial
statement of the Ajax Boot Company, all in the same semester. I've
done things like learn to meditate,
read books about Swamis, New-Age
communities and Hinduism and then
subscribed to the Wall Street Journal
and started reading Ayn Rand.
I forsee a head-on collision of the
mechanistic west and the organic
east sometime in the near future. I'll
probably go crazy some night at
Pat's trying to find some middle
ground between the Cosmic Dance
and the Quark symmetries. Oil and
water.
Oh well, enough lively, colorful
insights for today. I have to go buy
my Human Sex book — I don't think
it will tie-in
Accounting and
Mysticism very well, but it may have
practical applications elsewhere...by
the way, the smell of burning shoes
keep off demons and serpents. Oil
and water...
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Lawyers want case
filed
ATLANTA, GA—Lawyers for
two defendants in the fraud case against
former
US Budget Director Bert Lance have
asked
a federal court to throw the case
out
because of delays.
Defense attorneys said the trial
should
have begun no later than Sept, 11
under
the provisibns of the Federal Speedy Trial
Act.
Lance and his three co-defendants
were
indicted last May on charges of bank
fraud
and conspiracy to violate federal banking
laws.
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Three coeds killed
WESTPORT, MASS—Westport police
said three Southeastern Massachusett
s
University coeds were killed Saturday
night when their car plunged off the road
into a oond.
The car, upside-down, with only the
whells breaking the water's surface, was
spotted by a passerby yesterday morning.
All three girls were Massachusetts residents.
Dead are 26-year-old Charlotte Trulo of
Dudley. and Susan O'Brien of West
Roxbury anti Cherl Eaton of Bedford, both
20.
Police blamed the accident on a heavy
rainstorm and the girls' unfamiliarity with
the road, which had no barrier at the pond.
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Update
Tax ceiling to be
voted on today
AUGUSTA—Voters in Augusta will
decide today whether they want a
"Proposition13"—style tax ceiling.
If affirmed, the referendum question
would hold city spending in Augusta next
year to the 1978 level, with budget hikes
after 1980 limited to two percent a year.
Opponents predict massive cutbacks
inpolice protection. snow-plowing, garbage
pickups and other city services if the tax
ceiling is approved. But supporters are
telling citizens that the tas limit is the only
guarantee that taxes won't go up.
Augusta voters will also decide whether
or not to build a new, 56.8 million high
school.

Carter denounces
polls
WASHINGTON, DC—President Carter
said Saturday his record is -superb," and
he de-emphasized public opinion polls in evaluating candidates.
Carter's latest popularity rating is the
lowest since such polls were started. But
he said that will have "relatively little
significance" in the outcome of the 1980
election.
Carter added that the media tend to play
down his victories and emphasize his
defeats.
Meanwhile, former UN Ambassador
Andrew Young, said yesterday he didn't
expect Sen. Edward Kennedy to run
against Carter for the Democratic Presidential nomination.
On ABC's "Issues and Answers.•*
Young said that if Kennedy enters the
race, it could split the party and assure a
Republican Victory next year.
Young said his biggest fear is a fight
which would make Kennedy the nominee,
but make it impossible for him to win the
general election.

"Bubble Boy" awaits
cure
Houston doctors now say it may take
years to find a cure for their eight year old
patient known only as David or "The
Bubble Boy."
David is the oldest survivor of a rare
genetic disease that has left his body
without defense against germs or bacteria.
The only thing keeping David alive is a

germ-free plastic bubble he must constantly live in.
Last year, NASA scientists provided
David with a space suit which allowed him
the first real mobility he has known. He has
outgrown that one, but a larger model
should be ready by January.

Emery concerned
about fuel
PH1PPSBURG—Congressman David
Emery said Saturday he's worried about
how much kerosene will be available this
winter.
Addressing the annual meeting of the
Maine Association of Broadcasters in
Phippsburg. Emery said dealers have told
him they don't have enough kerosene to fill
the demand of Maine's rural homes.
Congresswoman Olympia Snowe, who
also spoke at the meeting. said she sees the
cost of heating oil as the most serious
problem this winter.
She said the fate of federal programs to
offset rapidly increasing heating oil prices
depends on passage of a windfall profits
tax, and Mrs. Snowe said the Senate hasn't
even begun debate on that issue.

sional subcommittee hearing in Boston.

Strikes completed
PROVIDENCE, RI—The teacher's
strikes are completed at Rhode Island
Junior College and the University of Rhode
Island ,but the real problems have just
begun.
Teachers at both state schools maintain
that a "no reprisals" clause in
the
agreement that ended their strike means
they should be paid for the days they were
picketing rather than teaching.
But the State Board of Regents said URI
teachers should lose six days pay for
their
11 -day strike, and R1JC teachers
should
forfeit pay for three of the nine days
they
were out.
Both faculty unions are said to find
the
Regents' proposal intolerable.

SALT prolongs
session
WASHINGTON. DC—Senate majority
leader Robert Byrd said Congress could be
in session until Christmas because of the
Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty.
Byrd predicted Saturday that opponents
of SALT II will delay consideration, hoping
to kill it.
But he said he hopes the "dust will have
settled" over the issue of Soviet troops in
Cuba by the time SALT II reaches the floor.

HE ORONO

MAINE'S ART & REPERT
ORY CINEMA
Orono Mall Stillwater Ave.
827-7216

Anti-nukes gather
NEW YORK. NY-200,000 anti-nuclear
protestors gathered in lower Manhattan
yesterday as celebrities and performers
donated their talents toward raising money
for political activity opposing nuclear
power.
In fact, the bigger-than-expected rally
has been called the largest such demonstration in US history.
The rally, one of about a dozen held this
weekend from Washington state to Vermont, featured such notables as Ralph
Nader. former Congresswoman Bella Abzug and rock music performers Pete
Seeger, Graham Nash, Tom Paxton,
Bonnie Raitt and Jackson Browne.

Brennan criticizes
excess regulation
AUGUSTA—Gov. Joseph Brennan Saturday denounced excessive government
legislation concerning the trucking industry.
Although he said he supports continued
state regulation of safety and insurance
requirements. Brennan advised a congressional panel Saturday that the rates and
routes of intrastate trucking firms should
be determined by free competition.
Brennan's views were delivered by state
representative Robert Howe at a congres-
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Katharine Hepburn and Peter
O'Toole stdi- in the three-time
Academy Award winner of the
stormy marriage and era of
Eleanor of Acquitaine, King
Henry II, and their wily heirs
and children. A brilliant,
breathtaking drama of love
and hate for all time.
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Faculty find new ways to make ends meet
Wonunued from page 1)
Charles Anderson has made the conversion
to wood heat, but says he is worried.
"My useful income has actually decreased," he said. Pay increases for,
professor% have not rept Up with the rate of
inflation, according to Anderson.
"You figure it out," he said. I've lost
something every year."
Walter Schoenberger has been at UMO
for 18 years, and says his lifestyle has not
improved.
"Conditions have not changed," he
said. "For me, it's a function of living
month to month."
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Schoenberger. who teaches political
science, said to economize he's driving a
smaller car, and "not doing very much"
socially. But he said he's still "strapped at
the end of each month, and still heavily
into debt."
Schoenberger added it's "particularly
difficult" for younger professors who are
trying to make ends meet.
Richard Hill. mechanical engineering
professor agreed. He suggested professors
earn more money during the peak of their
careers, when the costs of raising a family
and owning a home are staggering.
"We should hang people upside down,"
Hill said, "and give them their biggest
paychecks early in life." Hill, who has
taught at UMO since 1946, said his heavy
financial burdens are over.
If relative salaries are lower at UMO,
hy do professors stay? Certainly for each

faculty member there is a uique
reason.
The climate is both loved and
hated. Low
salaries are tolerated perhaps in
return for
other priorities.
Music professor Richard Jacobs, who
makes his own beer rather than give it
up,
tells why he puts up with a relatively
low
salary.
"I like the schools for my kids and I
like
my home," Jacobs said. He added
he
enjoys teaching music and performing
in
front of an audience. "The students
here
are fresh, talented and alert," he
said.
On the other hand, Jacobs admitted
he

Tor mp, it's
living month
to month....'
would leave UMO if a better opportunity
arose.
"If I could find all this in another place
and make more money," he said, "then I
would go." But Jacobs said he wasn't sure
he could find such a school.

The current market value of UMO
investments is over $15 million.
Of the three investment funds, the
Trustee Endowment Fund, the University
of Maine Foundation, and the University of
Maine Pulp and Paper Foundation, the
endowment fund is the largest with a $10
million market value. According to the
Chronicle of Higher Education, the University of Maine ranks 104 in a comparison of
3,000 colleges across the nation.
Francis Brown, chairman of the board of
trustees, said Maine's rank is "deceptive"
because there is a large drop due to the
larger investments of the private colleges
as compared to public universities.
Brown said he is interested in obtaining
the participation of other University of
Maine campuses to create private gifts.
"You have to go out and cultivate the
money, there has to be one or two full-time
employees," he said. "Other UMaine
branches are too poor, they simply have
not been able to fund a development
program."
The development program at UMO
contacts potential donors and points out
the benefits gained by donating
to the
University of Maine Foundation. George
Baughman, director of the development
center, said "lasting immortality" in the
form of placques or name plates is an
attractive feature to donors. However,
Baughman claimed that the donor's
eligibility to qualify for tax deductible gifts
is "terribly important."
In the past, the development center has
staged three campaigns to attract potential
donors: the Second Century fund, which
resulted in the construction of the Alfond
Arena and the plans for the Performing

," ,•
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Some have tagged Orono, "a cultural
backwash." Lazarowitz agreed. "there is
in a sense, less to do up here," but he said
he likes the personal approach of people at
UMO.
"There is a coldness in New York and
Boston that doesn't exist up here," he
said.

Investment funds provide
many student scholarships
by George Burdick
Staff Writer
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The small enrollment also seems to be a
plus for keeping professors here. "It's
appropriate for me," said Hill. At UMO,
Hill said he has the option to teach
different courses and to work on various
research projects, "something I wouldn't
get a shot at somewhere else."

\ •s

Arts Center; the Black Bears Hall of Fame
for the most productive donors and the
Maine Scholar's Day. Brown said another
campaign which "has picked up steam" is
the Founder's Endowment Fund, its goal is
to raise $25 million. Brown said the
trustees do not control the campaigns or
the University of Maine Foundation.
The majority of gifts for the endowment
fund, the Pulp and Paper Foundation and
the University of Maine Foundation are
from individuals. The gifts take the form of
either living gifts or gifts through wills.
called testimonial gifts. In the case of
testimonial gifts. a pooled income fund is
formed in which donors give them money
to be retained as income. When the
beneficiaries die the money is placed in a
general fund, said Tom Harper, treasurer
of the Maine Foundation.
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The three funds invest their money in a
variety of ways leaving little in the form of
cash. Loomis Sales of Boston, who handles
the Trustee Endowment Fund has half in
stocks and half in bonds. Arthur Bauernfeind, an employee of Loomis, said some of
their stocks lie in companies like International Business Machines (IBM), Johnson
and Johnson and Atlantic Richfield.

Tomorrow Faculty superstars at UMO.
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The Pulp and Paper Foundation, is "an
outstanding example of an industry
supporting a university," said Brown.
Brown claimed they have 47 or 48 named
scholarship gifts of $10,000. The market
value of the Pulp and Paper Foundation is
$1,156,996.
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"At a larger university, one has to be a
narrow specialist to survive," he said.
Hill's latest research project has been to
design a temperature control device for a
marine laboratory.
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Bauernfeind said "as far as he knows"
none of the companies they have invested
in are associated with Africa.
"Despite the fact there may be
CONTACT LENS WEARERS. Save
exploitation of labor it does substantially[
on brand name hard or soft lens
raise the standard of living." he said.
supplies. Send for free illustrated
catalog. Contact Lens Supplies. Box
Brown said any divestment would hurt
7453. Phoenix, Arizona 85011.
the students. "Anything we do to cut that
students.
"
back will hurt
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For Rent
Single House. Located in Bradley. 6 rooms,
bath. Artecian well, insulated. Forced hot
air furnace, electric hot water heater.
Shower. Plenty of parking, place for
children. More information—please call
1-364-8116 after 5 p.m.
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Send SI.00 for your 306-page catalog
of collegiate research. 10,260 topics
Hated, Box 25097G, Los Angeles.
eglifornia. 90025. (2134D-6224J
Addressers Wanted Immediately! Work at
home—no experience necessary—
excellent pay. Write American Service, 8350 Park Lane, Suite 127,
Dallas, TX, 75231.
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BCCfacilities are advantageous
by Laura Proud
Staff writer
There are definite advantages to
living at
Bangor Community College rathe
r than at
UMO, says Residential Life
Coordinator,
Douglas R. Miller.
He said BCC is a "fantastic
place."
gleing the tudents many of
their own

facilities.
"Where else do you know a dorm
complex which has its own gym and union?
We're trying to get the university kids to
unpack their bags in the fall mentally as
well as physically."
According to Miller, some Orono
students- have- enjoyed - the --BCC—atmd
phere so much that they have remained

there even after housing has been found
for them at the Orono campus. In the
future, Miller would like to see BCC house
only BCC students, so he can concentrate
on developing a living-learning program
for them.
Miller, who became the BCC coordinator
in July, his a variety of duties. As complex
coordinator, he supervises the Resident

Directors and Resident Assistants in each
of the five dorms at BCC. He also
supervises classifed employees (such as
janitors), and is the dining hall manager.
As a business manager, Miller
super-,
vises.the staff of the pertrand snack
bar iIi
the student union. Miller says he keep
s
busy. Faye Gilbride, the bookkeeper
in the
Residential Life office in Lewiston
Hall,
says."He has too much to do but he
won't
complain about it."
Miller and some colleagues are working
on alcohol education workshops at the
Bangor campus. One of these workshops
will begin October 1, for students "in a jam
with the University as a result of drinking.
We want to address the problem squarely.
The purpose is not to draw out all of the
alcoholics," he said. The program is
voluntary, except for those students who
have had repeated or major offenses.
Miller has also helped bring about
programs for handicapped students. IBM
has sponsored a living unit in Belfast Hall
for these people. Miller says he feels it is
important for them to live in the regul
ar
halls so they will not be isolated from the
rest of the students on campus. Miller is
planning a Handicapped Awareness Day in
October, just before the Belfast unit opens.
The five dorms at BCC together are
treated as a complex. There are about 570
students living there now. in Belfast,
Augusta. Lewiston. Rockland. and Ellsworth Halls. nitre halls are co-ed.
Miller said the UMO transfer
and
readmit students are housed separ
ately in
the dorms because of "very
definitely
different needs" from those
who attend
BCC.

Pied Piper

This young musician hasfound at least
onefan for her recorder playing.
[photo by Mark
Munro]

Way,way off the beaten track
Missing are dead
The Human Rights Organization Amne
sty International is attacking a new law
in
Argentina that will permit the Argen
tine
courts to declare that thousands of
missing
persons are dead.
The law was enacted hastily last
week
just hours before an international
research
team arrived in Argentina to
begin an
investigation into the growing numb
er of
political disappearances.
According to Amnesty International,
the
new law will enable the governme
nt to
block court actions by relatives on behal
f of
missing persons who want to find out
if the
government has any information on
their
whereabouts.
Amnesty International estimates that
up
to 12,000 "disappearances" have occur
red
since the Argentine military seized
power.
Most of those who have "disappe
ared"
were critics of the government.

Love is healthy
Being in love may be the key to
health.
At least that's what Dr. William Dress
er
of the University of Alabama is sugge
sting.
Dr. Dresser studied the social suppo
rt
systems of 100 middle-aged adult
s in the
West Indies and the key factors
determining their states of health. He
found that
love was the single most impor
tant factor
in determining the health of his
subjects.
Dr. Dresser discovered that the
people
he studied who had warm, close and
loving
relationships had excellent
all-round
health, markedly lower blood press
ure and
no evidence of mental illness. Those peopl
e

who didn't have warm relationsh
ips with
anybody, however, he found to
be "very
sick people."

Moonie front
The New York Post is alleging that the
epci Korean war movie, "Inchon," currently being shot on an S18 million dolla
r
budget in Korea, "is a front for the
Reverend Sun Myung Moon and
his
Moonies."
The newspaper quotes Robert Boettcher,
the former staff ,
firector of the house
committee which investigated Kore
an
activities in,idc h
United States, as
saying that a R..:vcrend Moon front grou
p,
"One Way ' roductions," is maki
ng the
movie.
The movie in question stars Lawr
ence
Olivier, Jacqueline Bisset, Ben
Gazzara
and David Jansen.
Boettcher is quoted by The Post
as
stating: "In the course of disco
vering
long-time working ties between Reve
rend
Moon and the Korean CIA, we
learned
many astonishing things about the
moon
organization." Among the front opera
tions
he has set up is One Way Produ
ctions,
which is making the movie "Inc
hon."
Boettcher alleged to The Post that Moon
is using the movie for prop
oganda
purposes and as an instrument to
further
increase his value to South
Korean
president Park Chung Hee.
Boettcher further charged that
the
producer of "Inchon," Mitsuhara
Ishii,
was subpoenaed by Congress two
years
ago to testify about the alleged smugglin
g
of money to Moon's followers in the Unite
d
States. Ishii is said to have avoided
the
subpoena by immediately leaving the
US
and never returning.

Altitude 'high'
You can indeed get a rocky
mountain
high—and a fast one—if you drink
alcohol
at that state's high altitude.
Dr. William Eversmann repor
ts that
someone not used to high altit
udes can get
very high on just one drink in
the rocky
mountains.
Dr. Eversmann. speaking to
the 66th
general convention of the
Episcopal
Church in Denver, said that "one
drink at
this (Colorado) altitude is
equal to the
effect of two or possibly three
at sea level."
And, the doctor says, a hang
over can last
two or three times as long
as well.
Dr. Eversmann recommen
ds reducing
alcoholic beverages in Colorado
to just one
drink in order to avoid a "roc
ky mountain
high."

Soft Stuff
Speech consultant Dorothy
Sarnoff says
that women are at a disad
vantage in the
business world because their
voices are
softer, they often speak
in a hedging
manner and have a questionni
ng sound in
their statements.
Sarnoff is currently teaching
women to
speak with as much authority
as their male
colleagues by having her
students lower
their voices, give their
speech more
energetic pacing and
structure their
thoughts more clearly.
Says Sarnoff "The tentative
sound is an
enemy. . .and nasal resonanc
e is the most
irritating thing of all. . .why
not change? If
you have an ugly nose, you
go to a plastic
surgeon."

He said they seem to keep to
themselves, because they all live in one
dorm and know they are there temporarily.
Students at BCC follow one of
four
two-year programs, and are autom
atically
accepted to a liberal studies program
there
if they have been rejected at
UMO.
The dorms at BCC were forme
rly army
barracks, leading some Orono
students to
make negative comments about
the living
conditions there.
But, Miller said, there have
been no
complaints from the students
about the
rooms, which he said have
the added

BCC is a
"fantastic place...
Where else do you know
a dorm complex which
has its own gym
and union?"
attraction of being large
r than
MOMS.

Split
Not for
(ZNS) The Al
struck down th
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The court sa)
the future if th

UMO

The dorms have been kept up well,
due
to the tact they are not
as old as many of
the UMO dorms, and
they are not so
crowded. Many murals have
been painted
around the dorms, incre
asing the attractiveness, and Miller said, "I'm
damned
impressed."
"If there is any problem, it
is in the
commons." Miller said and adde
d. the
food has a reputation for bein
g good, and
"the staff is sure as hell a great
one," but
some of the equipment is old
and hard to
repair when breakdowns
occur.
Miller graduated from UMO in December 1975. getting his Bachelor of Arts in
History Education. Hs received his masters in counseling in 1977. He was an RA in
Dunn. After that, he became a RD in
Gannett, and then was Complex Coordinator in Stodder Complex. He came
to BCC,
because "they offered me the job, and it
looked like a challenge."

The Scott Fot
Dave Adams
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Students help promote
conservation message
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by Jon Simms
Staff Writer
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Since its debut in 1972, National Hunting
and Fishing Day has developed into one of
the most widely accepted and most
effective means of promoting the conservation effort—and the sportsman's role in it.
And this year, as they've done for the
past four years, students from the
University of Maine's Environmental
Awareness Committee took advantage of
NHF Day to do their part in spreading the
message of the outdoorsman.
On Saturday, EAC volunteers set up and
manned more than a dozen information
tables inside the Bangor Mall. There were
tables on waterfowl identification, animal
tracks, fishing. trapping, photography,
camping and more. Each table featured a
mini-display and was manned by an EAC
member who answered the questions of
curious passersby.
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Split personality

Through multiple exposure photography.
this student appears to beckon the photographer to another dimension. (photo by
Murk Munroj

Not for women only

removed, thereby making the language
apply equally to both sexes.

Sweeping powers
tZNS) The Alaska Supremem Court has
struck down that state's anti-prostitution
law on the grounds that the ordinance is
discriminatory because it defines prostitution only in terms of women.
The court says the law discriminates
against women by defining prostitution as
the giving or receiving of the body by a
female for sexual intercourse for hire."
The court says the law can be enforced in
the future if the words "by a female" are

(ZNS) The Caner Administration is
reportedly working hard behind the scenes
to give the procosed "Energy Mobilization
Board" sweeping powers to override
federal, state and Iccal environmental lawa
in order to expedite energy development
programs.
The Washington Star reports that the
administration'sapparent willingness to sa
sacrifice environmental protection for the

U'

sake of new enenD, sources has drawn the
objections of interior secretary Cecil
Andrus, environmental protection agency
director DouglasCostle and the head of the
Council on Environmental Quality Gus
Speth.
The Star adds that the push for such
sweeping powers fcr the Energy Mobilization Board is quote "in direct contradiction
to Carter's pledge in his mid-July energy
speech assuring environmental protection."
The White House is said to be lobbying
heavily in favor of the anti-environmental
energy bill among members of the
Congressional committees who are considering the measure—Zodiac.

Tnrough a self-imposed tax on sporting
arms, ammunition and archery equipment.
hunters and shooters have provided more
than $8.50 million for wildlife management
in the last 40 years and continue to add
over $60 million annually.
Fishermen have provided more than
$270 million for fisheries research through
a special tax on their equipment and
annually increase the total by about $18
million.
Ducks Unlimited, one of many private
sportsmen-financed organizations, has
raised over $70 million to finance some two
million acres of prime waterfowl nesting
habitat.
The list goes on.
Still, there is a growing amount of
anti-hunting sentiment in our country's
urban areas. Should anti-hunting groups
ever become successuful in their attempt to
outlaw all hunting, many game and
nongame species would be in a lot of
trouble.
And that is what institutions like
National Hunting and Fishing Day. and
organizations like the Environmental
Awareness Committee are hoping to avoid.

No more papers
(ZNS) 7-Eleven stores across the United
States have been instructed by their parent
corporation. the Southland Corp., to stop
selling cigarette papers by Oct. 1.
Southland's President, Jerry W.
Thompson, says he suspects that most of
the papers being sold are being used in the
rolling of marijuana cigarettes.
Thompson. the father of seven children,
states that the selling of the roll-your-own
papers "gives credibility to the use of
drugs. an area in which I don't want my
:ompany
.associated."
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"The purpose of all this." said committee chairman Michael Duddy, "is to make
people more aware of the sportsman's role
in wildlife conservation, and also more
aware of the environment in general."
Duddy estimated the committee's effort
on Saturday helped to spread the sportsman's message to more than 500 people;
people who are "not familiar with the
outdoor sports or the sportsman's role in
conservation." And that role, by any
standards, has been considerable over the
past 80 years.
it was the sportsmen of this nation,
afield in outdoor recreation, who first
warned of the ravages expanding civilization had brought to our forests, fields, and
streams, and it is the sportsmen who
continue to serve as the major guardians of
our national resources.
Sportsmen financing has made possible
the purchase of refuges, wintering ranges,
wetlands and public hunting areas in

nearly every state with total acreage in the
millions.
According to the US Fish and Wildlife
Service, and with the help of sportsman
supported management programs:
There are now some 15 million deer in
the US; there were only 500,000 in 1900;
there are about one million elk in the nation
today compared to only 42,000 in the early
1900's; There are over half million
pronghorn antelope today compared to
12,000 only SO years ago; turkeys numbered less than 100,000 as recently as
1952, now total well over 1,250,000.
I hrough the purchase of hunting
licenses and permits, hunters and fishermen pay over $329 million for conservation
each year.

GO BANANAS!
CALL •
The Scott Folsom Band entertains a crowd behind York Hall Sunday afternoon. (photo by
Dave Adams]

Karen ProvostPam Pease-
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Minutemen bag Black Bears,38-14
by Greg Betts
Staff Writer
AMHERST, Mass. -- The final outcome
Saturday was the same as it's been for the
past 14 years. but the song was played to a
little different tune this time around.
As expected, the Massachusetts Minutemen beat the Maine Black Bears 38-14
in the mud at a rain-soaked Alumni
Stadium but h was not your ordinary
UMass flogging of Maine which UMO fans
have come to accept in the past decade.
The defending Yankee Conference
champs and Division IAA national runnerups — who are experiencing a rare
rebuilding season — were a little less
invincible than in the past — and the Black
Bears — who it seems are perpetually
rebuilding, were a little less helpless

against u Mass.
For one thing. Maine managed 14 points
on the day and if you don't happen to have
a Black Bear record book handy, that's the
most points a Maine team has scored
against UMass in 20 years.
Two minutes into the fourth period with
UMass coasting 28-0, fullback Steve
McCue bulldozed in from one yard out for
his second TD of the season. Ten minutes
later after a passing interference call
moved the ball from the Maine 49 to the
UMass 16, John Tursky found freshman
Lorenzo Bouier wide open in the end zone
for the Bears secand score of the day.
That point total could have and probably
should have been doutied for Maine as the
Bears put together two long drives in the
first half which both got inside the
Minutemen 12 yard line.
But finding itself in rather unfamiliar

Benoit finishes first, but...
by Jon Simms
Staff Writer
Joan Benoit. one of this nation's top
female marathoners and a senior at
Bowdoin College, had no problems taking
top honors in the Maine vs. Bowdoin cross
country meet on Saturday. Unfortunately
for Joan, her team did not do as well.
Benoit zipped through her 3 mile home
course in 17:03, more than a minute ahead
of second place Jo-Ann Choiniere from
Maine. The excitement of her finish did not
last long, however, as she turned to watch
the rest of the runners come in. A Bowdoin

runner followed Choiniere, but then came
Maine's •'pack." Team captain Lil Riley
registered 4th, and then it was Lynn
Dombek in 5th followed by Kathy Kohtala,
yet another Maine runner. A ninth place
from rookie runner Coleen Safford clinched
Maine's victory, and the final scoring read
Maine 26, Bowdoin 31.
Maine's women will compete again on
October 3rd, at home, against Bates
College.

runners sweep Bowdoin
by Jon Simms
Staff Writer
The men's cross country team paced
themselves to a convincing victory over
Bowdoin on Saturday, making this the
fourth time in 4 years they've done so.
Although Bowdoin captured the number
1 and 2 spots. Maine's superior depth
proved to be their ticket to triumph as
Maine runners crossed the line in third,
fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth and
ninth. The final score: Maine 2.5, Bowdoin
36.
Ingersoll from Bowdoin won in a time of
26:19 for the 10,000 meter course (6 miles).
Myron Whipkey was the first finisher for
Maine, stopping the clock at 26:51. Maine
filled the 4th - 9th positions as follows:
4th — Peter Brigham (27:01)
5th — Gerry Clapper (27:13)
6th — John Howland (27:13)

7th — Alan LaFlamme (27:23)
8th — Billy Pike (27:26)
9th — Jim Newett (27:37)
The men's team competes again next
Saturday at the UMPI invitational meet

Sportsweek
Monday—Golf at New Englands
Tuesday—Golf at New Englands. Women
Tennis at Colby
Wednesday—Soccer vs. Bates, Field
Hockey at UMF
Thursday—Women x-country at Colby.
States
Friday—Men Tennis at Brandeis
Saturday—Men x-country at UMPI Invit.,
Football vs. Cent. Conn., Soccer vs.
UMass, Men Tennis at Salem State. Field
Hockey at Salem State, Field Hockey at
Colbe. Women Volleyball UMO Tourney

Women volleyballers place second
at Bates College tourney
by Dale McGarrigle
Staff Writer
The
UMO
women's
volleyball
team premiered impressively Saturday,
finishing second to host Bates College in
the Bates Invitational in Waterville.
They
posted a 4-1 record overall.
In the first round. Maine dumped
Husson 15-4, 15-3. They then spiked
Southern Maine 15-3. 15-5, and finished
former powerhouse University of MainePresque-Isle 15-2, 15-5 in the third game.
In what was probably the most exciting
match of the day. UMO edged their main
rival in the state, the University of Maine
at Farmington 15-13, 10-15, and 16-14
Maine then dropped the anticlimactic final
to
Bates
8-15,
15-10,
4-15.

Coach Janet Anderson said, "It was a
long day. We played from 10:00 until 5:30.
I was very pleased with the team's play.
We're playing well after only one week of
practice. We were hitting strong, and
playing our positions very well." Coach
Anderson praised the play of hitter Kathy
Etter and setters Linda Scibilia, Carole
Wise, and Linda Kaczor. "The setters
were getting the ball up just where the
front line needed it."
Next Saturday is Maine's first home
match. the UMO Tourney. Featured at this
tournament will be the University of Maine
teams from k-f,chias. Presque Isle. and
Fort Kent. and also Southern Maine,
Unity, and Husson

territory, the Maineoffense suddenly came
down with a case of culture shock and blew
a short field goal attempt dueto a bad snap
from center for the first time close.
The second time the UMass line gobbled
up Tursky on three successive downs which
caused a sack, rushing loss and a ground
penalty, and pushed Maine back 19 yards
to the 29. The Bears chose to punt in an
effort to mire the Minutemen deep in their
own territory but Paul Pierre's kick went
into the end zone and UMass took over on
the 20.
"We had our opportunities early and
certainly were in the game," said Jack
Bicknell. "But we had some breakdowns at
the worst possible times that allowed them
to get an early lead.
"They (UMass) were better then I
thought they'd be—they're inexperienced
but still a real good club—and their
defense was outstanding."
Even in a losing cause, Tursky was the
undisputed star of the game as he opened
the few sets of eyes in attendance (less
than 3.000 showed up for the Minutemen's
home opener) with his long-yardage
passing and superb scrambling under the
constant pressure of the young but
treacherous UMass secondary.
Tursky bounced back from last weeks
sub-par outing against BU with a 14-26
performance for 222 yards and most
importantly—no interceptions.
"John learned from last week that he
can't just concentrate on throwing the ball
but has to run with it too and he did an
exceptional job of it today," said Bicknell.
The 6-3 junior was forced tothrow a little
more often than he probably had wanted to
because the Maine ground game had
problems going anywhere on the wet field.
Bouier. starting in place of injured Mike
Edelstein at tailback, got a crash course
lesson in "Where does one run when
there's no where to run" and gained just
e ON

32 yards on 19 carries-- both tops for the
Bears.
In all, Maine averaged about two yards
per rush and coupled with three Tursky
sacks had a net ground total of 16 yards.
Veteran Mike McEvilly, who plays
quarterback every bit as well as he does
center field for the UMass baseball team
(he's a three-time MI New England,
outfielder) hurt the Bears every way
conceivable with his passing, running and
constant cool on the field.
He was the main reason UMass grabbed
a 20-0 half time lead. McEvilly directed the
Minutemen 58 yards down field on their
first possession and went in from one yard
out for their score. With just under ten
minutes remaining in the first half
McEvilly again carried it in himself from
seven yards out to make it 14-0.
And with time running out in the half,
the 5-11 185 pound senior took just five
plays, two of which were 15 yard
completions to flanker Kevin O'Connor, to
set up a four-yard TI) run by tailback Cliff
Pedrow to make it 20-0 and the game's
outcome was no longer in doubt.
The play of the game for UMass which
may end up being their play of the season
was a sensational 97-yard kickoff return by
freshman tailback Gary Pearson in the
fourth quarter. McEvilly (10-21, 107 yards)
also hit O'Connor with a nine-yard TD
pass, place-kicker extraordinaire Sandro
Vitiello boomed home a 36-yard field goal
and three extra point tries and the
Minutemen pulled off a two-point conversion for the rest of their scoring.
Maine takes its 0-3 record into a virtual
must win game against Central Connecticut at home next weekend. A loss there and
the Black Bears could quite possibly be
staring an 0-11 season in the face the rest
of the way.
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Beginning this week,
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Wednesday through Friday, I
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by Scott Winslow
Staff Writer
Ramon Ancho, national judo champion
during his years in the Armed Forces,
author of a United States Judo Association
handbook, and six year coach of a powerful
West Point judo team, is lending his
coaching expertise to the judo club and to
policemen from around the area.
The retired Major who moved to
Howland in January. says that his first goal
is to open the eyes of this school to judo.
At West Point we competed regionally,
nationally, and against the Pan Americans.
We had guys in the Olympics. Why not at
Maine?" he asks.
Ancho has been around big time judo for
a while and has the influence to bring
tough competition to Maine. "I know the
athletic director of every school in the area.
I'll get the schools up here. We'll bring the
Pan Americans up here but they'll kick our
rears."
Ancho is also heading a jujitsu class for

policemen from Bangor. Brewer, Old
Town, and Orono—teaching them mostly
self-defense tactics. The class meets twice
a week and Ancho works strictly on a
voluntary basis, as he does with the judo
club. The policemen say they are impressed with the man's unending knowledge of the martial arts, and now have a
new confidence knowing the proper
counter-attacks.

The UMO Judo club pictured here with
club president Mitch Tarr standing on left,

Ramon Ancho (kneeling 3rd from left) and
instructor Myles Coatsworth (4th from
left). (photo by Mitch Tarr)

Efforts to raise money for UMaine
athletic scholarships only halffills fund
by Ulrike Weide
Staff Writer

scholarships provided the funding was (AIAW) have
regulations governing the
private, Westerman said. At that time the number of
grants given per sport and the
trustees allotted $100,000 for grants. This total number
of grants given.
"I'd like to feel that we are competitive year $400,000 was authorized to be raised,
According to Westerman, for UMO to
in our league. I'd like to keep competition Westerman said.
reach these maximum numbers it would
on an appropriate level and represent the
However, only $200,000 has been raise° involve
approximately one million dollars.
University of Maine. If that takes a
through income sports, endowments, and
committment on the part of the university
There
are approximately 40 men and 6
private funding. Westerman said. Conthen we should have that committment,"
women who have received scholarships
tributions between $25 and $500 go into the
said Harold S. Westerman. Director of
Black Bear Hall of Fame Fund. Contribu- this year, Westerman said. This does not
Physical Education and Athletics.
tions of $500 or more go into the Black Bear include those athletes who have been
Hall of Fame 200 Fund. Its aim is to raise awarded grants other than athletic. The
In a time when athletics has become an
reason there are fewer women receiving
$100,000 with 200 contributors, Westerintegral part of the college scene, the
man said. There are about 119 contributors them is that the number of women
University of Maine is among a few
participating in sports is lower than men,
now, whose names appear on plaques in
institutions which do not financially allott
therefore the percentage of women eligible
the Memorial Gym.
athletic scholarships from its own budget.
for grants are lower, he said.
According to Westerman, most of our
According to Westerman, UMO is the conference opponents have reached
NCAA
only college in the Yankee Conference limits in the number of
grants given where
whose athletic scholarships are solely as UMO doesn't even
come close to the
funded by private contributors.
maximum.
In 1974. the University of Maine's
The NCAA and the Association of
trustees approved the granting of athletic Intercollegiate Athletics for Women

Wire Sports
National Football League
Pittsburgh Steelers 17, Baltimore Colts 13
Houston Oilers 30, Cincinnati Elengals 27
(overtime)
Buffalo Bills 46, New York Jets 31
Kansas City Chiefs 35, Oakland Raiders 7
New England Patriots 27, San Diego
Chargers 21
Denver Broncos 37, Seattle Seahawks 34
Miami Dolphins 31. Chicago Bears 16
Detroit Lions 24, klanta Falcons 23
Minnesota Vikings 27, Green Bay Packers
21 (overtime)
Tampa Bay Buccaneers 21, Los Angeles
Rams 6
New Orleans Saints 30, San Francisco
49ers 21
Philadelphia Eagles 17, New York Giants
13
Washington Redskins 17, St. Louis Cardinals 7

I TAMPA FLORIDA)—Doug Williams
threw two scoring passes as the unbeaten
Tampa Bay Buccaneers suprised the Los
Angeles Rams 21-6. Ricky Bell added a
five-yard scoring run as the Bucs did all
their scoring in the second quarter.
The lone Los Angeles tally came on Jim
Youngblood's 31-yard scoring run on a
pass interception. The Rams are 3 and I.

(NEW ORLEANS)—New Orleans Saints
kicker Garo Yepremian set an NFL record
today when he kicked his 17th straight field
goal. The 18-yarder came in the fourth
quarter of today's game against the San
Francisco '49ers.
Yepremian joined the Saints two weeks
ago after being cut by the Miami Dolphins.
It was with Miami last season that
Yepremian tied the NFL record of 16
consecutive field goals held by Jan
Stenerud of the Kansas City Chiefs and
Don Cockroft of the Cleveland Browns.
(MIAMI)—Miami fullback Larry Csonka
rushed for three touchdowns as the
unbeaten Dolphins downed the Chicago
Bears 31-16. Csonka—back with the
Dolphins after four years with the World
Football League and the New York
Giants—had the first three-touchdown day
of his eleven-year career.
The passing of reserve quarterback Con
Strock set up a three-yard touchdown run
by Delvin Williams in the third quarter.
Struck had one stretch of eight completions.
Rookie Willie McClendon ran one yard
with 52 seconds left for Chicago's only
touchdown.
Csonka ended the day with 73 yards in 15
rushes. The Bears' Walter Payton was
Held to 43 yards in 15 carries.
The Bears are now 2 and 2.
(DENVER)—Craig Morton hurled three
touchdown passes in a two and a half
minute span as the Denver Broncos
outlasted the Seattle Supersonics 37 to 34.
The Broncos rallied from a 34 to 10 deficit
to win their third game in four outings. The
go-ahead score was Rob Lytle's one-yard
touchdown run with 11:20 to go.

The Hawaiian born Ancho is an
interesting character. He has taught
jujitsu, judo and ichito to a number of
famous personalities including Ricardo
Moantaban, Jane Mansfield, Frank
Lovejoy and Tony Curtis. Ramon himself,
has made appearances on the Jack Parr
Show and The Ed Sullivan Show, and has
been in three movies including Beachhead
with Tony Curtis and Ready, Set, GO, a
promotional film for the Army. In the late
1960's he was personally picked by General
Westmorland to teach unarmed defense to
the Green Berets going to Vietnam.
The judo club welcomed their new coach
this past Friday night at their two hour
workout. Ramon said that he'd love to
coach as long as the club was willing to
accept him. He explained that judo "is
much more than just throwing people. It's
technique and if taught right, it's learning
the Japanese language." He also told the
club that they should never wash their belt.
"Why work hard in practice and go home
and wash it all away," he explained.
Ancho was in the Army from 1945 to
1973 fighting in World War II, the Korean
Conflict and Vietnam. He has been
teaching since 1947 and is currently a
Sondan, a high level black belt. His
enthusiasm for the sport is unquestioned.
"Point me in the direction of the athletic
office," he says, "and I'll tell them all
about judo."
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Wednesday, September 26th

Student Gov't Elections will be
held Wed., Sept. 26

VOTING:for students will be in all dining
commons 11:30-1:20 & 4:30-6:00
GraduateOff Campus & Fraternity
Students will vote in the Union
2nd floor, 8:00-5:00
Estabrooke students will vote in
York Commons
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•Allen
[continued from p. I]
problems," he said. But he probably will
not get involved with the union "because
like every organization we have a certain
amount of bureaucracy." Allen quickly
added that he is changing the makeup of
the committee on student wages to watch
for problems.
On the question of overcrowding and
triples. Allen answered, triples were
common of many schools nationwide
including private colleges, such as Bowdoin and Colby, and that "we're breaking
down now. We started out with 1,500
freshmen and now we're down to 1,200
freshmen."
"If I were to answer the problem of
overcrowding this year, we would need 100
more sleeping rooms. What I would like to
see is the private sector give us a hand."
Allen cautioned however, that the
"quality of our educational offerings is our
prime function and housing, therefore, has
to come in in back of it. We cannot tie
ourselves up and take away from our
primary function."
The recent fuel surcharge added on to
this semester's bill brought a quick
defense from Allen. "I would rather see us
go the surcharge route than to address a
tuition increase. because I known a tuition

•Parties
[continued from p. 11
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Lambda Chi "Zulu - warrior ruthlessly hunts down
a Ballentine female during Saturday
night party action. [photo by Jon Simms]

Student union asking candidates
for support with rights
by Glen Chase
Staff writer
The new Union of Student Employees
The union is seeking the support
of
student senate candidates for a plan
the
union feels is necessary for the ''succes
sful
growth of employee rights." However
, not
everyone is supportive of the new
plan
including Student Government Presiden
t
Richard N. Hewes.
"I think it would irresponsible to put
only union-member students on the
proposed committee on student employment, said Hewes. He added that the
committee recomendations will influence
UMO acting President Kenneth Allen's
decisions concerning student employees.

Correction
1.att Thursday the Campus ran a
momentary on the need for a moose
hinting season. The Campus apologizes for several errors.
Fest. hunting season is not going
to be this fall, it's next year. And
Features Editor Crilly Ritz said the
second error concerns his ecological
principles. "I should have stressed
dot the problems with the meningeal worm disease depends more on
high deer populations. The deer are
dr main carriers of the disease. The
worm doesn't harm the deer at all.
However, I still think there is validity
many contention that the transfer of
the worm would be less if a lower
room population existed."

Carl Pease. chairman of the USE-political action committee, said the union
understands the influence the student
employment committee will have on Allen
and that is why the union wants to control
it.
"We want people who are sympathetic
to us. It is the only way we can do our job of
protecting student employee rights," said
Pease.
In a letter sent on Sept. 19, the union
offered to endorse those candidates who
would express agreement to USE views.
Pease said eight out of more than 60
candidates have indicated that they would
support the union, and that he expects
another half-dozen candidates to do so
also.
The plan that the candidates would have
to support in return for USE endorsement
includes: the creation of a Student
Employees Services Board; the recognition
of such a board as a legitimate student
organization; the approval only of USE-endorsed appointees to the proposed committee on student employment; and the
allowing of student participation in the
decisions concerning student employment
that isn't limited to an advisory role.
Please said the union has a right to try to
influence candidates as a private interest
group. "In principle we represent more
than 2,000 students at the university," said
Pease. "But we have to work through the
student government because the administration sees the student government as the
voice of the students."
"I don't see anything wrong with the
union," said Hewes.
"As long as it is constructive, I'll
support it. But if is becomes destructive to
a majority of students. I won't." Hewes
said.

Delta Tau Social Chairman Chris Wszolek said Dunton drops into parties often
and occasionally checks IDs.
"I think he's concerned about our
house." Wszolek said. "but he's talked
with other fraternities about how to have
legal parties."
Wszolek said Delta Tau invited one
sorority and one other fraternity to their
party Thursday night.
"Our parties are all strictly private," he
said. "I don't suspect that we'll have any
open parties or that there is any need for
them."
Elsewhere parties went on without
complications. Many fraternity members
described their events as invitation-only.
dates-only, or friends-only.

increase wouldn't be just $10. In the spirit
of a land-grant university we want to keep
that tuition just as low as we possible can
keep it." he said.
When asked about the problems faced
by Dunn Hall residents and the rebate
they've requested due to leaking roofs last
semester. Allen said he hadn't heard about
the problem. but added "I will be talking to
Dr. Aceto in greater detail about it in the
near future." He said university officials
"shouldn't stand around in dead center,
but should make a decision and go one way
or another."
Concerning the recent controversy between the broadcasting department and
the Maine Public Broadcasting Network
(MPBN), Allen said, "I'm unhappy right
now and I would hate to hear MPBN say
'no classes' in the future. I think we need
to talk more. It's a resource that I think
should be available if at all possible."
In a final question concerning faculty
flight from UMO. Allen emphasized "in
the academic world, faculty flight has
always been related to where you stand in
salary range. But I'm proud to say the
committment of this campus to research
and development is much better than it
was 10 years ago. I would like to see it
continue."

One party described as "open" was at
Phi Kappa Sigma Saturday night. Bartender Rich Elliot said the party was "quite
packed."
"the brothers went up to the concert (in
the gym)and brought back lots of people,"
he said
Phi Eta Kappa had "an unpublicized
open party" Saturday night, according to
Social Chairman Mike Higbee. The party
was planned "on the spur of the moment"
and therefore did not draw a large turnout.
Higbee explained.
Lambda Chi Alpha had perhaps the most
unusual party of the weekend. Dressed in
loin cloths and feathers and carrying
spears, they kidnapped their astonished
dates and put them in a room decorated as
a cage until all had arrived.

When you come
to BanaorYou can
e"Rest"
to us!
Bangor's newest and largest hotel is right
across the street from Bangor's newest and
largest shopping center. The New Bangor
Motor Inn — affordable, comfortable,
convenient. Beautiful accomodations at
family affordable prices. So when you come
to Bangor, you can leave the "rest" to us.
Stay with us for Homecoming or Parents
Weekend. We're just minutes from the
campus on 1-95.
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